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How to Use This Document
This document should be used by all
practitioners talking about CAV on CAV-specific
projects or when including CAV messaging and
engagement in other related projects.
The Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MnDOT) prepared this document as a case study to
show how the Connected and Automated Vehicles
(CAV) Messaging and Engagement Guidance can
inform specific project materials.

Other reference documents are noted throughout
this document for additional guidance and support:

•

Minnesota CAV Messaging and Engagement
Guidance: A high-level guidance document to
help shape CAV messaging and engagement.

•

Minnesota CAV Messages and Talking Points
Toolkit: A compilation of specific messages and
talking points for project managers and other
practitioners to reference for CAV-related project
communications. This toolkit helps provide a
shared understanding and vocabulary of CAV.

Discover the future of
transportation in Rochester
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Overarching takeaways
When creating the messaging and communications
materials for the Med City Mover, the project team
use the following overarching guidance based on the
Minnesota CAV Messaging and Engagement Guidance.

Incorporate Minnesota’s core CAV messaging themes
The project team incorporated
these four themes:

•
•
•
•

Innovation
Safety
Equity, Access and Mobility
Economic and Workforce
Development

Messaging and materials focused on the
themes of Safety and Equity, Access and
Mobility because primary audience was
the public rather than industry partners.
Messaging also emphasized the theme of
Innovation because it was a priority for
project partners to highlight Rochester as
an innovative city.

Incorporate general messaging considerations
As they created content, the project team looked for opportunities to
incorporate relevant general messaging considerations, such as:

•
•

Focusing on building knowledge, not “selling”

•
•
•

Building knowledge of connected vehicle technology

•

Highlighting how this project relates to the boarder Minnesota CAV Program

Using “self-driving” rather than “automated” in more conversational settings,
but help build knowledge of “connected” and “automated”
Emphasizing the multi-passenger vehicle aspect of the project
Including content about sustainability and electrification because they are
related topics of interest to people in Minnesota

Focus on the CAV Cautious perspective
The project team directed the messaging and materials to the CAV Cautious
perspective since it is the most common public perspective and the audience for
the Med City Mover is everyone in Minnesota. This means the primary content
focused on information sharing, explaining the technology, especially related to
safety, and showing how the project relates to individual people’s lives.
The project team also incorporated elements directed to other public
perspectives as secondary content to address specific needs and round out
the materials.
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EXAMPLE MATERIALS

Strategic talking points
These annotated talking points show how the project team used the CAV Messaging and Engagement
Guidance to inform the key messages for the project.
A

This content shows that CAV is
more than just single occupancy
vehicles, which is highlighted
as a need in the messaging and
engagement guidance.

B

This content emphasizes the
Innovation core messaging theme.
It was also a goal of project
partners to enhance Rochester’s
image as an innovative city.

THE 5 WS

General messaging
Creating talking points for the 5Ws makes sure the
general project information is easily shared. These
messages should be uniform across all materials,
written in plain language and not be tailored to any
specific perspective.

What and where: Project overview
The Med City Mover will operate two low speed
(12-15 mph), automated, electric, multi-passenger
shuttles in downtown Rochester, MN.
A

The shuttles will drive a circular route on 6th
Street SW, 3rd Avenue SW, W Center Street
and S Broadway. It will connect the Mayo Clinic
downtown campus with residential neighborhoods
and apartments, shops, restaurants, grocery
stores, hotels and parking lots, to serve Rochester
residents, businesses and visitors. Each vehicle can
carry up to six seat-belted passengers at this time.

When: Project timeline
Launching in late summer 2021, the shuttles will
operate for 12 months to gather lessons learned for
automated vehicles in all weather conditions and
provide opportunities for Minnesotans to test out
this new and enhanced transportation experience.

C

This content helps to connect the
Med City Mover to other Minnesota
CAV activities, which is highlighted
as a need in the messaging and
engagement guidance.

Why: Project need
This project brings innovative transportation
technology to Rochester to test how it works and
help MnDOT and local governments plan for the
future of transportation in Minnesota. As part of
Minnesota’s Connected and Automated Vehicle
program, the shuttle project will help to:

B

C

•

Improve how automated vehicles drive in winter
weather conditions

•

Identify changes to infrastructure needed to
safely operate automated vehicles on public
roads

•

Engage Minnesotans about the potential
benefits and opportunities of automated vehicle
technology

•

Enhance the transportation experience for
Rochester residents, businesses and visitors and
improve how people get around in the highdemand downtown area

Who: Project lead
MnDOT is leading the overall project and selected
EasyMile as the shuttle provider and First Transit
as the shuttle operator. This project is supported
by Destination Medical Center and the city of
Rochester.
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EXAMPLE MATERIALS

Tailored messaging
These annotated talking points show how the
project team tailored messaging based on the
public perspectives identified in the Minnesota
CAV Messaging and Engagement Guidance.

B

FOR THE CAV CAUTIOUS:

C

The Information Seekers

Safety is also one of the core Minnesota CAV
messaging themes.

D

This group want to know about the technology
and how it works, especially related to safety

E

A communications goal of the Med City Mover is
to educate about CAV benefits

F

These are the top things people with this
perspective are curious about

This perspective is the most common among
people in Minnesota. With that in mind, these
messages should act as the baseline foundation
for general project talking points and materials.
Using an empathetic and informative tone,
we’re letting people know we understand their
questions and are addressing their concerns,
specifically related to safety.

CAV Cautious Framing
A

B

C

D

People with this perspective are looking for
more information and wanting to learn more
so framing around learning and discovery will
resonate.

A

Discover CAV technology.
The Med City Mover will test
automated vehicles in all weather
conditions to teach us about selfdriving vehicle technology in a realworld setting. Learn more today and
take a ride on this free, public shuttle!
PROJECT SAFETY
Safety is and will continue to be our
top priority throughout this project.
It’s a guiding value of MnDOT. We’ll
make sure the shuttle is well-tested
and proven to work as designed. With
multiple layers of sensors, braking
systems, emergency stop buttons
and other fail-safes, the shuttle
detects and avoids obstacles to verify
it runs smoothly and safely. It’s had
to withstand many levels of review,
testing and analysis to get to this
stage on the roads.

BENEFITS OF CAV

People aren’t familiar with the term
“automated” so the messaging and engagement
guidance recommends using “self-driving” in
more conversational settings.

This content confirms to other transit providers
that this is not meant to replace current modes
of transit, which was a goal of project partners

G

E

These multi-passenger shuttles bring forward-thinking automated
vehicle technology to Rochester to test a safe, equitable and
sustainable transportation option for Minnesota. The shuttles provide
many benefits to residents, businesses and visitors, including:

F

• Safety – The shuttles have extensive safety features to protect

passengers, pedestrians, cyclists and other roadway users to keep
you safe and improve overall transportation safety in Rochester

• Accessibility – The shuttle route provides an accessible

transportation option for when you need access to medical care
and amenities around town. It provides you with easy access to
parking lots, existing transportation stops and hubs, Mayo Clinic’s
main campus, residential neighborhoods, as well as downtown with
its apartments, shops, hotels and medical offices.

• Connectivity – Beyond access to important amenities downtown,

the shuttle route also provides you with convenient connections to
local transit, including key transit hubs, stations and stops.

• Sustainability – The shuttles provide you with a completely electric
transportation option that that allows you to travel without a
carbon footprint as it operates. As a shared vehicle, your choice to
ride it also helps take cars off the road, reducing overall traffic and
emissions in Rochester.
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EXAMPLE MATERIALS

Tailored messaging,
continued
Core project messaging was tailored to the CAV
Cautious perspective. However, the project team
included project framing and key messages
tailored to other perspectives. These annotated
framing messages highlight how project
information can be tailored to better resonate
with different audience perspectives.

FOR THE CAV CONFIDENT:

The Spirit Squad
People with this perspective are familiar with
and fond of CAV. They should be able to obtain
basic project details so that they are set up
for success to become CAV champions in their
communities.

A

Since people with this perspective are already
familiar, the focus is on asking them to get
others to experience CAV.

B

Since people with this perspective are
informed, terminology can be more technical.

C

People with this perspective want to be
champions, so the project team framed the
project for them.

D

People with this perspective need to trust
that MnDOT is listening and involving the
community in decisions about the future.

E

People with this perspective want their voices
heard, so focusing on involvement is good.

F

This content helps to make it clear that this is a
priority to build trust with this group.

G

Since people with this perspective have been
historically underprioritized in transportation
decision-making, this action is a commitment
to include them moving forward.

CAV Confident Framing
A
B

The shuttle project is a fun, free opportunity
for the community to experience future
automated vehicle technology. Help us spread
the word!

C

The Historically
Underprioritized
It’s not enough to have just messages tailored
to people with this perspective. Traditional
communications methods may not be effective
at reaching all demographics. Building trust and
relationships with all individuals is essential.

FOR THE CAV CAREGIVER:

The Community Allies
Through an inclusive tone, we will work to build
trust with people who have this perspective.
Their concerns are the social issues often
associated with CAV.

CAV Caregiver Framing
D

FOR THE CAV CRITICAL:

The Med City Mover is a chance for you to
experience and help shape the future of
transportation in Minnesota. Get involved today!

CAV Critical Framing
We want to build a transportation system that
works for everyone and we need your help. The
shuttle project is an opportunity for us to
envision a new transportation future, together.
We’re at a stage with this technology where you
and others can inform us to help shape how it
works and who it serves.

F

G

E
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EXAMPLE MATERIALS

Project information and
overview handout

// MEET THE MED CITY MOVER //
Discover the future of
transportation in Rochester

A

This annotated handout shows how the project team
used the CAV Messaging and Engagement Guidance
to inform the content included in the handout.
Go online to download a PDF of this handout:

www.medcitymover.com

B

Information is key for the CAV Cautious
perspective. Providing individuals with the key
information of what they can expect when they
test the shuttle—where it will go, stops it will
make, etc.—can help people plan and feel more
comfortable.

C

This call out message is added specifically to
speak to safety since it is a core messaging
theme and a topic of interest among people
with the CAV Cautious perspective.

Testing the future of transportation
The Med City Mover is a low-speed, automated, electric,
multi-passenger shuttle operating in downtown Rochester, MN.

Civic Center Dr NW

B

3rd St NW

Two, six-person shuttles will drive a circular route, connecting
the Mayo Clinic downtown campus with residential
neighborhoods and apartments, shops, restaurants, grocery
stores, hotels and parking lots to serve Rochester residents,
businesses and visitors.

Central
Park
2nd St NW

LEGEND

W Center St

Shuttle route

Mayo Clinic area

Shuttle stop

Restaurant area
Grocery stores

Even though they are driverless, each shuttle is
accompanied by an attendant who verifies the
safe operation of the vehicle and aids passengers
as needed.

4th St SW
1st Ave SW

5th St SW

6th St SW

Soldiers
Field

D

▴

Handout, pages 1 and 2
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Ave SE
3rd

C

2nd St SW
Broadway Ave

Did you know?

1st Ave NE

The tagline “Discover the future of
transportation in Rochester” is framed for the
CAV Cautious audience, inviting them to learn
more. It also emphasis the core messaging
theme of Innovation.

3rd Ave SW

A

EXAMPLE MATERIALS

Project information and
overview handout, continued
E

F

G

This section is included to drive home the
Innovation core messaging theme and show
that this project is helping Minnesota prepare
future of transportation as part of a larger
program.
This section is included to help build knowledge
of CAV. It is important to ensure that people are
familiar with CAV technology and the preferred
terminology.
This section is included to emphasize the core
CAV messaging themes of Innovation, Safety,
and Equity, Access and Mobility, and related
topics of interest.

WHAT WE WILL LEARN

Engage Minnesotans about
the potential benefits
and opportunities of this
technology

F

This call out is added to speak to further
address the Equity, Access, and Mobility core
messaging theme, something that the CAV
Caregiver and CAV Critical perspectives will be
looking for.

I

This section is included to emphasize the
Safety core messaging theme by explaining the
technology, both of which are important for the
CAV Cautious perspective.

J

This section is included to address sustainability,
which is a related topic of interest and a priority
for project partners.

Improve how automated
vehicles drive and function in
winter weather conditions

WHAT ARE CONNECTED AND
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES?
Automated vehicles use technology to steer,
accelerate, and brake with little to no human
input. Some vehicles still require a human to
monitor the roadway, while other vehicles require
no human intervention.
Connected vehicles use technology to either
communicate with each other, connect with traffic
signals, signs, and other road items, or obtain data
from a cloud. This information exchange will help
with safety and improve traffic flow.

Identify changes to
infrastructure needed to
safely operate automated
vehicles on public roads

Learn more today and take a ride on this free, public shuttle!

Enhance the transportation
experience for Rochester
residents, businesses and
visitors and improve how
people get around in the highdemand downtown area

G

WHY CAV?
Connected and automated vehicles are the future
of transportation and Minnesota is proactively
planning and preparing to maximize CAV’s full
potential. These technologies can increase safety,
provide greater equity by reducing transportation
barriers, drive economic growth, reduce traffic
congestion and benefit our environment.

Discover CAV for yourself
Did you know?

Launching in late summer 2021, the Med City Mover
will operate for 12 months to gather lessons learned for
automated vehicles in all weather conditions and provide
opportunities for Minnesotans to test out this new, enhanced
transportation experience.

// MEET
THE MED CIT Y
MOVER //

H

E

The Med City Mover brings innovative transportation technology to Rochester to test how it works and help Minnesota
Department of Transportation and local governments plan for the future of transportation in Minnesota. As part of
MnDOT’s Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV) program, the Med City Mover will:

H

Each shuttle is equipped with accessibility
features, including braille, wheelchair ramp
and tie downs, audio messages and
trolly bells.

Discover the future of transportation in Rochester

How CAV can benefit our community
These multi-passenger shuttles bring forward-thinking automated vehicle technology to Rochester to test a safe, equitable
and sustainable transportation option for Minnesota as part of Minnesota’s greater CAV program.

I

J

SAFET Y: OUR GUIDING VALUE

A GREENER RIDE

Safety is and will continue to be our top priority
throughout this project. With multiple layers
of sensors, braking systems, emergency stop
buttons and other fail-safes, the shuttles detect
and avoid obstacles to ensure they run smoothly
and safely. They’ve had to withstand many levels
of review, testing and analysis to get to this
stage on the roads.

The shuttles provide you with a completely
electric transportation option that allows you to
travel without leaving behind a carbon footprint.
As a shared vehicle, your choice to ride it also
helps take cars off the road, reducing overall
traffic and emissions in Rochester.

THANK YOU
Project Partners

Come see what CAV can do for you
CAVChallenge.DOT@state.mn.us

www.MedCityMover.com

MnDOT invites and encourages participation by all. If you need an ASL, a foreign language interpreter, or other reasonable accommodation, or
need documents in an alternative format (such as braille or large print), please email your request to Janet Miller at ADArequest.dot@state.mn.us
or call 651-366-4720.

▴

Handout, pages 3 and 4
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EXAMPLE MATERIALS

A

Project website
These annotations show how the CAV
Messaging and Engagement Guidance to
informed the project website content.
A

B

C

D

B

Including the standard MnDOT
webpage header tells the user who the
owner of this project is and keeps the
navigation experience consistent.

C

Logos for both the Minnesota CAV
program and this specific pilot project
emphasize that this project is part of a
broader program.

E

D

A prominent call to action helps users
quickly learn more. The call to action
is framed to resonate with the CAV
Cautious perspective, which is the most
common in Minnesota.

F

The callout highlights safety, which is a
core messaging theme that people with
the CAV Cautious perspective want to
know more about.

E

This sidebar includes and organizes
administrative information such as
hours, cost and boarding locations, so
people know what to expect.

F

The route map follows MnDOT brand
guidance and it easy to understand.
It includes a few key landmarks for
orientation within Rochester.

G

Secondary, but still relevant,
information is presented lower on the
page in a split-panel content row.

H

A media gallery provides photos of
the shuttle in action to news outlets or
other interested users, especially those
not be able to visit in person.

I

At the bottom of each page users
are invited to learn more about the
Minnesota CAV Program, helping to
solidify this project’s connection to
other CAV work in the state.

G

H

I

▴

Homepage, www.medcitymover.com
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